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can finally be recovered from apparent chaos. Was there a basic and pervasive language
New
language coa/esced and rained down upon these two large continents. The author uses a similar
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. The Scientific method has been used with immense success in

Of

grammar were neither New nor Strange from an Asiat!c perspective !

Intraduces two rather unique (for American anthrapology) techniques for probing the
/s

perspective. These, I believe, y/eld

much advanced beyond contemporary ......"" ..... "n"

. The planet Earth gave birth to the recognition of a relatively unknown
time? The European world which recorded this birth had been enduring continuing
contagious disease would teach some of this civilization the fatal mathematics of
Opportunity to the Old World

they

they adventurous or

at

While a civilization by some definitions may mean agricultural villages we see also at the time of
,,,,"rn,p,r,, in
the active hunter!
were <oo"or.,.1
moved with the food supply not unlike the
animal migration on the plains of Africa.
left their rnr,nFTI verbal
which we can now
a
Stone which provided in 1824 the translation of Egyptian hieroglyphics.

to that of the
our
Nihongo,

my

used a

Japanese language. It is a rather recent written

to be compiled

ago. The effective use of this

more than 2000

employment of the Scientific Method

today with such outstanding success in the

Items too small or too distant to
can use the technique. It can

summarized:

Resolution
This 6 step method

recovery

at odds with that

by Linguists.

quite successful in
introduce it to Sociology.

It was noticed that some important
water in them.

in the Americas had the

were the Missouri, Mississippi,
into

similarities.Other

Mississaugua

vocabulary
showed the current use of Kawa and Pa/Po

a

them the

river, the SUSQUAHANA(river of flowering banks). lacking the need for the wheel, North
to move easily
drin king water. We as historians are indebted to

early expeditions to the New

even if often distorted by
Are

studies unique in any way? According to one weil known Japanese

1989,
are
on
before offered by scholars of Japan". What is surprising is that this hypothesis was also nn"''''''ri
let written by an attache to
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in the 1920's and the /ibrary of Lima, Peru has only an index on it. He was fluent in the Inca
language of Quechan and noticed, as I did, the strong similarity of words used by bot h
civilizations. Further studies showed this New World early language extended from the Arctic
down to pa rts of South America, cove rin g much of North Ame rica. W ho were these
adventurous people?
W ith the results of preliminary language studies, we see the apparent results of a Big
Bang of ancient languages. Early explorers to the Americas reported language that was Strange
and New. Today w e can see that the language was not strange (to Asiatic) and certainly not
new. Among the possible preliminary deductions that can be made is that the New World
language consisted of a mixtu re of three prominent ancient ones. The se are Chinese,
Japanese, and Akkadian (Phoenician). It is as if there had been many centuries aga a big
la nguage explosion wh ic h coa lesced and rained down upon the Americas
With this perspective, I am sure professionallanguage experts will be able to better
make an assessment of who these people were and from wh ere t hey arrived . The widespread
nature of early civilization in North America sometime
over hostile environments leads to the conclusion that it
took many centuries to achieve. Their language teils us
that they were proud of their technical progress in the
field of hunting and fishing . A widespread nation, an
empire, existed in North America with knowledge of it
reported to the English colonists on the Atlantic coast. It
was the "Western Empire" or "Tennessee---Tenno Sei".
The capitol city sat upon the top of a pyramid located just
East of the great Mississippi river. It was named
'Kentucky---Kon To Kei"(capital fast of Barrier). Only
remnants are left today, named as a "place that has been
abandoned----Cahokia". The respected name of this

Empire was perpetuated by their most treasured
technology, the flint arrowhead . The Empire name was
ALGONQUIN---(ali Kan Quay'n----to be of the Bow and
Flint arrow point).
The early exploration (1541) of mid-America can
be attributed to this famous point known throughout the
land. It was easily chipped and flaked and even fluted.
They called it QUAY---a channel down the side just as
early ship piers have a quay alongside. Many natives

Figure 1 Conquistador to CIBOLA
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throughout America were aware of this almost magie point and were part of amistake (not
cons piracy) t o divert the expedition by Coranado w hich came f ram Mexico City. As Coranado
and his large expeditionary force reached Arizona headed
towards the Rocky Mountains, the natives were pro bed
by sign language to reveal these huge riehes of a special
mineral that could be found in and upon the gro und. It
was very important and weil know to the Indians and th ey
directed these pitiful conquistadores toward t he Arkansas
river and to Wiehita in Kansas where this precious min eral
could be found everywhere (and yet today!) But wh ile
the Spaniards lusted for gold, this location (north of
Clovis, New Mexico) was yielding the mineral wea lth of
the Indian Empire--- Flint. The area is known today as the
"Flint hills of Kansas". His original destination had been
,,

explained to him as "Cibola---Sebo la" or the mountain

Figure 2-CIBOLA, the Backbone

(backbone) place. Of course there was gold there, and
plenty of it, but he had started out in the wran g direction,

for the wrang mountains . It was the Cibola of Peruvian Andes that held the golden t reasu re
eventually plundered by Pizzaro.
This historieal anecdote gives us an insight to their concept of technologica l w ealth as
we il as an established communication system that seemed to be widespread. These fields of
flint were weil known and were ca lied "the Place of the Spa rking Arrow point--QUIVIRA" . W as
it the channel chipped into the side of the point that gave it the name? Maritime peop le and
certainly the Phoenicians knew of the quay providing a docking channel area for sa iling ships
even today (Manitowoc, Wis). The mountains of l'Jew Mexico south of Clovis were named
"place of the mother lode of Flint-----Ba Bo Quivira" . This can explain why the Clovis area today
is so famous for its ancient industry of arrow point manufacture.
We can look back at these early civilizations w hie h used the rivers for simple
transportation. They were natural providers for food as w eil. We see the colo rful native
descriptions on the East coast, Massachusetts. While contemporary explanatio ns are that it
means " Up the river" a much more definite one is obtained using our hypothesis . The
etymology is "Masu Chu Setts----trout/salmon have duty Season" or are spawn ing up the
rivers . Similarly, further south along the coast is the areas called "Narragansett---- Nara Gan

Setts". Similarly, the meaning is a "season when Geese form Lines (in the sky)". Migration of
animals and fish were of extreme importance to these early societies. Harvesting t hese animals
during migration pravided a timely supply of plentifu l food.
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THE BIG BANG OF ANCIENT LANGUAGE

arisen
amazing and clever people ofthe past. What have the linguists hidden from us
nd
speed? Digital computers
last have made possible the organization and
leads us to new
writing has been a strong instrument to expanding science and technology.
use of verbal
history by use of mythology and religion. ---------Did the intelligence of sea-going
those
on
that collapses is not nearly as disastrous as building a boat that sinks. Young
which today
Where to build a house or village could be easily implanted in pioneer children by
as
the Aigonquin nation of North America. It simply instructed the young men to
Wa Toomei). It avoided
th

15 century can be a treasure house of information (and speculation). What
residue of language has rained down upon these two large and isolated
CI BIG BANG of language
5000 years of world history? 00 we see a residue derived from early maritime
technology
let's look at the New World description for a dwelling, a house. I have
interest at the use of
see the use of Spanish CASA in the Americas, the earlier pre-Columbian use
IE
is more
Amazon and today is also current in East Asia. In the Dakotas a popular
is
version as
modern translation a literal meaning is derived of "All my households,
""r'."'...... word for
still evident today with the Kumeyaay (Ku Me Aie--group ofpeople joined
More remote use is seen in the jungle of South America near the
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to the noted Anthropologist Dr. N. Chagnon and his studies at Northwestern
University they described t hemselves as IIPeople wit h things of the house".
Indeed, this is quite understandable using an ancient East Asian language. They
have embe dded themselves into this t ro pica l rai n forest and live a rather simple
life almost naked although they extol their technology of having household
artifacts as an improvement over ot her native t ribes of t he Amazon. They are
proud of their IIpots and pans" .
Another surprisi ng place t o fin d th ese dwellings is at the fa r north of the Arctic.
The famous IGLOO describes with accuracy the structure that is used for a house,
YE GALLO. This " House structure" is w eil known and often m ade with the most
common material available, snow an d ice. Ea rly
people often saw prominent features wh ich were
not "buildings" and thus became a IIstruct ure--
GALLO"

In America's colorful West t he m ost
impressive natural structures we re observed and
the loeation of these stone towers was ea lled
·-The IGLOO house structure
of Innuit (Eskimo)

flgu e

"OGALLALA -----IO GALLA LA" translated as "the

plaee of stone structures". What an impressive

and strange sight
rising up from the
desert fl oor! In
today's cities it is the
massive buildings
w hich attract our
attention, but to
early people these
natura l "sky
scrapers" were of
immense interest and
vitallandmarks. An
Figurc 1--Stone "structures" of desert
entire denomination
of Native Americans have been identified using this description, the Ogallala
Sioux.
RICE---the First Export of the New W orld?
OGALLALA-

The Place of the Stone Structures.
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A most surprising discovery was ma
by tracking language. Food for
civilization in the islands of Japan a
rs
America ! While Archaeologists love to track the use of Corn in early
in America's Midwest the use of
more useful
leaves little residue for the archaeologist.
lifestyle. Unlike the corn cob,
and
abounded which were very
to 'main route to detach".
of wild rice. Wisconsin (OusejWase-Konsin)
the American state of WISCONSIN was
the
River Grain). Rice was easily
the MENOMINEE (Minne-Ho-Min-Nee---People of
while corn needed
care es[)eCla
vital hunting season. This essential seed was named WASE
Gliding over the la
the native need only
the
2
their canoe---WASE (from Akkadian Waseru,
or depart}3.
Related to this is the surprising history in East
their
known as both MISU-HO (water seed) and WASE (Cold weather rice). Here is the
description
n and the
India
It
"cold weather"
in
where it provided them with the ability to grow crops
This area was not compatible with
usual
Indonesia which had warm climates. With the introduction of Wase (from
grew
America
speculation) the Eastern section of
the new capitol.
Can
further

.
Tegami

desu koto 0 wase Te nai de ne

DO NOT fORGET TO MAlL THIS LETTIE~:R~O--~-~~~~~~~i~IN THE
route
ANCIENT SUMERIAN LANGUAGE ) W
to detach rice in early America rice country--BEI

simiiarity. The con notation of "forget" uses the expression "wasen
While
Chinese character is different, the concept of "detaching
is obvious.
How did some ofthe pioneer people of America arrive here?
look at their language (which is quite similar to ancient Japanese) to
answer that question. The Spanish Conquistadores in Mexico met
famous Aztec empire.
records show that they asked the natives
were.
was their reply. (The suffix 'tek' is reported to refer to

are from") Other tribes identified themselves similarly as Toltec, Mixtec, potec,
said they were from Ashi (Azt using
The place was called AZTLAN (place of Ashi) and was an island very, very far away.
I found that the
Ashi (Ashi-Hara-no-Kuni---the country of sea !ion with legs on
animal
along the island shores as it does
shoreline. It was a most prized source of food and artifacts for the explorer. In
the
proclaims that,
ofthe sea lion. This was a unique animal having
name IfAshi" means "legs" and
the appendages appear (ASHI-HARAon belly).
Can the
of our geography tell us
arrived in North
Of course it can
used to verify prominent theories.
the Bering
path
North
migration across the snow
path down into the Wisconsin territory. However,
that a path of discovery
Aleutian islands. These "stepping stones" might have earlier been closer
a
tower ocean levels. That is
ALEUTIAN (Aleuti---one step at a time, creeping). Along the route there was a
supply of sea lions
whale and supplied many artifacts needed for civilization, food and clothing.
was possible using
than relying on the dangerous whale which some historians suggest as the target
ng people.
large
nadian area referred
Further down the coast of Alaska was
area. Here too, if we rely on
"Searching place for Sea Uon"----Assa Ba Ashi ka.
translation will show it is
i ndicates that
a
they re port on their procedures of drying the whale meet in the sun (Kwakiutl)
are able
see by
Americas from Asia and Japan. Language, it must be
early expeditions to
of
nguage, however it must be noted that my colleague
that many of the Japan
which can explain the Akkadian influence that I see in Wisconsin. How
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For example, the early church of Christianity used an expression most
certai nly used by ea rl y Pa gans in the m iddle East as weil as America. According to
natives, atop the pyramid at Cahokia in Illinois the high priest coaxed the sun to
creep up ea ch morning to help rule over the empire, which was a $un Empire.
What words he used we do not know but in Europe it was repeated with joy as
the congregation yet today sing out with "HALEALULYA N (Ha-Le-Aleu-ya) where
the HA is the sun and Alleulia has an identical meaning at the Aleutian Islands---
one step at tim e, creeping. While my past or insists it means "JoylJ , with no
explanation, I feel my translation is more specific.

The NEWWORLD WfS '\:lISCOIIE<ed"
by Europeans late in the 15th Century .
wes e nßN group 01 civilizations
hEiving '<1\011 aI was reported EIS strsnge
nevv Cu~ur e and Langusge . Today, we
can see by new resesrch thalthe
LEinguage was ne~her New nor
Strange! Here we-e!wo continents
newtO the Europeans that hed EI
language root thal was lergE< than the
Lalin base pelvading Europe .
~ WEIS similer to thai of East Asia
600 can be recovered lodsy by the use
01 the authcr's "Rosetta Stone ot
Ancient L"",,-,sge". The confirmation
has been made where l7esent
tr anslations a-e a"",ilable but they are
feISt dis appea-ing with the dea1h ot
e1hnic groups using ~.
~ appears to be I€ language thai pops
up even in the rem oie places such "s
the Amazon jungle. \l\>HA T type 01
cul"....al energy propagailed this arcient
language over such vfISt are5S ?
C Anas azi Pub!. Grp . San Diego
~

The. EN IGMA OF AMERICAN NATIVE LAMtUAGES
Figur!! 5- Th e

SMITHANA hypothesis for New World

The CORN Enigma, the Rosetta Stone
History reports that in Caesar's time the people needed their Roman
But, wait just a moment-------Corn was reported as discovered in the
ancient language to resolve what may

a 500 year mistake byarchaeologists?

this precious
as MAlZE, a popular and nutritious food item. I believe this was amistake
as
this mistake leads

wrong name

another

which can

an
unraveled for

I asked the Papago of Arizona what they called this grain. It sounds
results
Asiatic Rosetta Stone my colleagues and I worked to resolve these
be
"min" would have a seed referred to as "Ho".
it was made edible
eaten, but not planted. With this new perspective we can finally understand the
this lead
Today we have a food product describing this ancient nutrition---HOM
the name
mixture which may earlier have been called maize. The seed (HO) of the grain
years the clarification has been needed to further understand these clever people
HOKAM of Arizona. They abandoned their homes and

the

which dates
before language had the use of vowels. We still today use the term now

I"l:It"l:Irr'crt
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described as CA-HOKIA (the place where they have disappeared) is still anational

Where, then, did the expression CORN co me fram? It seems that ancient
(seed) called HO-O/N. Time eraded the word to modern CORN such that even
as
the HO-HOKAM? It would be obvious that while the people have disappea
in
by their own admission was the loss of their food supply, the corn seed (HO).
is resolved by their own description of this vital

: CO RN/H 0' n---- not

large if not larger than that of the Industrial Age before it. We are quickly losing
said that words become the threads that weave the colorful fabrics of
in the
maritime languages. They include Asiatic as weil as Phoenician/ Akkadia
weil
brought up, 'Can two geographically diverse cultures really understand each
is
Japanese islands. My research comes as a stunning
information between them, it is called communication. And if two people do the
grammar and pronundation is somewhat different.
2

New World---their language can tell us a lot about them. With this
our
unravel more of the mysteries of the past.
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Note 1: From books byauthor:
DECODING AMERICA'S ANCIENT INDIAN lANGUAGES by Don
Smithana
AME RICA----Land of the Rising Sun by Don Smithana
in English and Japanese (Tokuma Shoten-Tokyo publisher)
www.anasazipublishing.com Further more co mplete information

Note 2: Akkadian translations reference-------------
AKKADIAN GRAMMAR----the translation of Riemschn eider's Lehrbuch des Akkadischen,
1974. Marquette University Press, Milwaukee, Wis. By T.A. Caldwell, J.N. Oswalt, John
Sheehan

A glossary of Akkadian and Sumerian grammar and vocab ulary.

Note 3: One can speculate that our global directions of EAST and WEST come fram this early
language. [Hlst( East) is Sunrise and Ouse (West) is adeparture f ram th e sky, a Sunset.]

AUTHOR---------------------Don Smithana
Raised in Wisconsin, Smithana has over
sixty years compiled studies fram three
continents. He has three books out on
the subject of New World language and
has lectured at American and Asiatic
Universities and appeared on National TV
in Japan. His books are in English and
Japanese. He has applied his professional
work with computer data recovery to the
challenge of analyzing New World
anthropology. Rather than linguistic, his
research employs the Scientific Method
which has been immensely successful in
his physical fields of discipline as weil as

Frgure

6--Smitha na and colleagues

Mr. Wu (on right) fluent in Ja panese,
Chinese and English languages
Also Praf.Nobuhiro Yoshida historian,

notshown

here. His graduate work has been in
Mathematics and He has been employed at IBM, Motorola and Kyoto Ceramics as
an Electronic Engineer on Computer. As defined by Mario Pei (An Invitat ion to
linguistics), he could be classified as a "geolinguist"---in same sense t hat
engineering is the practical application of laws of physics.

